An exploratory analysis of multiple mutation spectra.
The last decade has witnessed a remarkable increase in the number of mutations identified both in human disease-related genes and mutation reporter genes including those in mammalian cells and transgenic animals. This has led to the curation of a number of computerised databases, which make mutation data freely available for analysis. A primary interest of both the clinical researcher and the genetic toxicologist is determination of location and types of mutation within a gene of interest. Collections of mutation data observed for a disease-related gene or, for a gene exposed to a particular chemical, permits discovery of regions of sequence along the gene prone to mutagenesis and may provide clues to the origin of a mutation. The principal tool for visualising the distribution pattern of mutant data along a gene is the mutation spectrum: the distribution and frequency of mutations along a nucleotide sequence. In genetic toxicology, the current wealth of mutation data available allows us to construct many mutation spectra of interest to investigate the mutagenic mechanisms and mutational sites for one or a group of mutagens. Using the multivariate statistical methods principal components analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis (CA) we have tested the ability of these methods to establish the underlying patterns within and between 60 UV-induced, mitomycin C-induced and spontaneous mutations in the supF gene. The spectra were derived from human, monkey and mouse cells including both repair efficient and repair deficient cell lines. We demonstrate and support the successful application of multivariate statistical methods for exploring large sets of mutation spectra to reveal underlying patterns, groupings and similarities. The methods clearly demonstrate how different patterns of spontaneous and UV-induced supF mutation spectra can result from variation in plasmid, culture medium, species origin of cell line and whether mutations arose in vivo or in vitro.